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Introduction 
 
This guide is intended to help candidates understand the process of sitting the Covid 
Adapted Clinical Exam online and provide them with important information about what 
they need to do in advance of the exam and what will happen on exam day. 
 
We are now using an online platform (Practique) to deliver the clinical exam.  In place of 
hosts and helpers, we have the Clinical Exams Team staff.  That staff all sits external to 
where the exam itself is taking place, inside the Practique system.  Only participants are 
able to see and hear what is happening in the Practique system and exam stations.  
Those participants are examiners, candidates, role players (for some stations) and 
invigilators.   
 
As Practique currently exists, there is no timing or internal communication system, 
which means no way to deliver knocks to each “room” at the appropriate time in the 
station to warn people how much time they have left.  Therefore we have added those 
invigilators to be the eyes and ears of the Exams Administrators, to alert us to any issues 
with station participants and to ensure the structure and running of the exam is kept to 
schedule. 
 
While invigilators can be seen as the traffic police of the exam, your examiner’s role has 
not changed.  They are responsible for the content and assessment of the exam, from 
introducing themselves at the beginning and giving you instructions straight through 
to the last thank you at the other end of the station.  
 
There are a number of documents on the Covid Adapted Clinical Information webpage 
which describe what has and has not changed about the content of the exam.  This 
document is about the process of the exam. 
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Pre-Exam Activity 
Candidates will have been allocated a seat for the exam and asked to make payment for 
that seat.  Exams team staff will be placing candidates onto specific days and circuits of 
the exam.  Roughly a month prior to the exam, the Exams team administrators will send 
all allocated candidates their admissions documents which will need to be shown on 
exam day along with a driving license or passport. 

 

Exams team administrators will also be busy adding candidates to a Slack channel as a 
means of communicating in the event of an emergency on the day.  This will generate 
two invitations to candidates (more on this below).  They will also invite each candidate 
to a Teams meeting that will take place just prior to the start of their circuit.  That same 
meeting will stay open all during the circuit and will be the same one candidates return 
to after the circuit for their debrief.  The candidate will therefore receive a single Teams 
meeting invite. 

 

Exams team administrators will also add all candidates to the Practique system.  This will 
generate your user ID and password.  The team will email these credentials, along with 
the URL for Practique in the week or so before the exam.  We will also email you a copy 
of your specific route map for the day, which shows the order in which you will move 
through your stations. 
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GENERAL STATION ACTIVITIES 

Timing/Warnings 

The invigilator is responsible for providing what we used to call “knocks” in the face-to-
face exam.  This was where a helper, who was keeping time, would knock on the door to 
alert the candidate and examiner to how much time was left.  Since there are no doors, 
the knocks will now be verbal and will include a bit more information.  

Format of Exam Circuit 
Candidates will join the Teams pre-circuit briefing meeting at either 8am if they are 
sitting during the morning circuit, or 1:30pm if they are sitting during the afternoon.  
During the briefing they will be given detailed instructions on how to log into Practique 
for their exam.  Candidates will log into Practique immediately upon leaving the pre-
circuit briefing. 
 
The exam circuit has been split into two sessions.  The first session contains the three 23-
minute stations (Extended Clinical, Development and History).  The second session 
contains the six 9-minute stations (Short Clinical A, Short Clinical B, Communications A, 
Communications B, Video A and Video B).  All exam participants will need to log into the 
first session, complete those stations, and then log out of that session.  Everyone will then 
need to log into the second session to complete that before logging back out. 
 
Candidates will then need to immediately re-join the Teams briefing meeting that they 
were in before the start of the station. 
 
Running of Stations 
Invigilators are responsible for the overall running of the stations.  While examiners are 
responsible for the content and assessment, invigilators will be the traffic cops.  
Invigilators will tell examiners, candidates and role players when to start the exam, when 
to move on from one section of a station to the next, when time is nearly up, when the 
station is finished, when to stay put, and when to move on.  We ask that all candidates 
please listen to your invigilators and follow their instructions.  Please do not move out of 
a station unless an invigilator has clearly told you to do so.  If you are unclear, please ask. 
 
First Station of Each Session 
For the first station of each session (i.e., immediately after logging in to Session 1 or 
Session 2), the invigilator needs to check the candidate’s ID and admission document.  
They will then ask everyone to press mute for 4 minutes so the candidate can read their 
candidate information sheet and review any cues for the station.  
 
The basic structure of the station looks like this: 

1) Everyone is assembled and ready to start (candidate has already read their info) 
2) The invigilator asks the examiner to start the station and introduce themselves. 
3) The invigilator will provide ‘knocks’ within a station. 
4) The invigilator will announce when the time is up for the station 
5) The invigilator will remind those in the station that they must stay in the station until 

they are told to move on 
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6) The invigilator will report to the administrator on Slack their station has finished. 
7) The Administrator will tell the invigilators when to ask candidate to move to the next 

station. 
8) If there is a short delay (as not all stations will finish exactly at the same time and 

everyone must be told to move on at the same time to keep everyone on the same 
schedule), your invigilator will let your station’s participants know that you are 
waiting for all stations to finish, report into the administrator, and then be told to 
move on. 

9) The invigilator will announce to the candidate that when they move to the next 
station, they should wait for that station’s invigilator to arrive and tell them to start 
reading. 

10) The invigilator will tell the candidate to please now move to the next station by 
pressing NEXT and then CONNECT when you get there. 

11) The candidate will move to their next station. 
 

All Subsequent Stations After the First Station: 

1) The candidate will now be in the second station of their session (1 or 2). 
2) That station’s invigilator will arrive and greet the candidate, confirm they are the 

candidate they are expecting (i.e. are you Suma?), check they are ok and then let the 
candidate know that they will mute themselves until the reading time is nearly up at 
which point, they will go back to the previous station to fetch the examiner and role 
player.  The invigilator can still see the candidate, even if the candidate has the 
candidate information sheet open and filling their screen. 

3) The invigilator will ask the candidate to please begin reading/reviewing the materials 
available on their screen, including any cues. 

4) The invigilator will then mute themselves. 
5) The candidate should begin reading the candidate information sheet and reviewing 

any resources/cues available to them. 
6) Around 3 minutes into the candidate reading time, the invigilator might leave the 

current station if the examiner and role player have not yet arrived. 
7) Shortly after, the invigilator will return and then the examiner (and a role player if 

present in that station) will also arrive.  Please be aware the examiner and any role 
players might finish marking the previous station and appear in the present station 
before the invigilator has time to go back and fetch them.  Everyone should be 
muting themselves and please feel free to politely request this if they forget and you 
are still reading. 

8) Everyone should be on mute while the candidate finishes reading/reviewing their 
materials.  

9) Once the candidate’s 4-minute reading time is up, the invigilator will unmute 
themselves and tell the candidate their reading time is up. 

10) The invigilator will ask the examiner and role player to unmute and the examiner to 
please begin the station by introducing themselves and the role player (if any). 

11) Repeat the above until the session has finished. 
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Switching Between the Session 1 and Session 2 
The exam begins with the extended stations session (session 1) which is three extended 
stations lasting 23 minutes each. At the end of these stations, it is necessary to log out of 
that session and into the second session which contains the short (9-minute) stations. 
 
1) At the end of the first session (the long stations), the invigilators will provide 

candidates with a reminder of how to log out and then log into the second session, 
including reminding them of the PIN number. 

2) Once instructed by the Exams Team administrators, the invigilator will instruct the 
candidate to Press LOG OUT in the top left of Practique and then press finish exam. 
This will take you back to the login screen. 

3) Ensure the blue box says “MRCPCH, DATE, AM or PM, Short Session 2” e.g. MRCPCH 
27 Feb PM Short Session 2. 

4) If the blue box doesn't state this, click on the blue box and select the correct exam 
(the blue box is a drop-down box).  
 

 
 

5) Enter the PIN which was given to you for the short stations in the pre-exam briefing.  
6) Press CONNECT and await your invigilator to join you.  
7) Once the candidate has logged out the Invigilator will inform the examiner they 

should finish marking and should then connect to the short station session.  
8) The Invigilator will then log in to the short station session and join the candidate in 

the station. 
9) Once connected and with a candidate, the Invigilator will check their ID and 

admission document and then begin the 4-minute reading time.  
10) As soon as all participants have joined the station the station will begin as per the 

same info provided above. 
 
End of the exam: 
1) Once the last station finishes, the Invigilator will ask the candidate to click LOG OUT 

in the top left  
2) The candidate will then need to click FINISH EXAM.  
3) The candidate will then arrive at the initial login screen and they should press LOG 

OUT.  
4) The Invigilator should inform the candidate to return to the pre-exam MS Teams 

briefing using the same link as earlier.  
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Candidate Reading Time 
It is important to remember that candidates will have 4 minutes of reading time 
between stations, while the examiner is still completing the marksheet.  The role player, 
if there is one, will remain behind with the examiner.   Reading time begins once the 
invigilator arrives in the next station and asks the candidate to begin.  Reading time does 
not begin once everyone is assembled within the new station, otherwise this adds four 
minutes to every station over the course of the circuit and we will get behind. 
 
Timely Communication of Issues During the Exam 
All candidates will be provided with invitations to Slack which is what the Exams team is 
using to communicate with all exam participants on exam days.  Candidates will be 
asked to join the Slack channel (via the email invitation) as an emergency back-up, in 
case they are unable to get into Practique or their internet goes down and they are 
unable to communication with invigilators.  No one should communicate in the Slack 
channel unless absolutely necessary.  If you have any issue or concern and you are able 
to communicate with an invigilator, please report that issue to the invigilator, who will 
communicate directly to the Exams team.  If you lose your connection to Practique, 
please message us on Slack immediately.  Your invigilator will also let us know.  If you 
can’t get back into your station within a minute or two, we will ask you to re-join the 
Teams briefing meeting and we can work with you to try to resolve your tech issues. 

Re-Sitting Stations 
If candidates encounter technical issues that cause them to miss out on all or part of a 
station and we cannot make up that missed time during the course of the exam circuit, 
then the Exams team will work with them to try to re-sit the station.  Due to the length 
of the extended stations (23 minutes), it is likely that a re-sit would not be possible on the 
day of the exam.  For the short stations (9 minutes), we can try to squeeze in a resit at 
the end of the circuit.  We have a dedicated resit circuit on the final day of the exam.  
However, we cannot guarantee resits on exam days or the resit circuit.  We might have 
to prioritize allocation of spots on the resit circuit if there are a larger number of people 
needing them.  We will do everything we can to resolve your issues with you on the day 
and try to provide you the opportunity to complete your exam, either in the day or in a 
resit circuit. 
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STATION FLOW CHARTS 
 

Extended Clinical 
Personnel in station:  Candidate, examiner, role player, invigilator 

5 Min 
total 

 • Candidate enters station 

4 Min 

• Candidate reads Candidate Information Sheet 
• Candidate reviews any audio/video/photo universal cues 
• At 4 minutes, Invigilator confirms candidate has read info 

sheet and reviewed any cues 
• Invigilator announces the station has started 

 
• Examiner enters station 
• Examiner introduces self, checks candidate number 
• Examiner provides introductory statement 

10 Min A1 

• Examiner asks candidate to take a focused history 
• Candidate takes focused history from role player 
• At 6 minutes, Invigilator announces you have 4 minutes left 

to gather your history 
• At 10 minutes, Invigilator asks candidate to stop taking the 

history 

2 Min A1 
• Examiner asks candidate to briefly summarise key findings 

from the history 
• Candidate briefly summarises key findings from the history 

8 Min 
 

B 

• Examiner asks candidate to describe step by step process 
of how they would undertake an examination 

• Candidate describes examination process 
• Examiner provides dependent cues to candidate during 

the candidate’s description of process 

C 

• Examiner asks candidate to briefly summarise the clinical 
signs they have elicited  

• Candidate briefly summarises clinical signs 
• Examiner asks candidate for their interpretation of signs 

and what they mean 
• Candidate provides their interpretation of signs and 

meaning 

D1 

• Examiner asks candidate what they will write in their 
consultation letter 

• Candidate briefly explains what they will write in their 
consultation letter 

• Examiner asks candidate what one or two diagnoses are 
important to exclude  

• Candidate briefly provides one or two important diagnoses 
to exclude 

• Examiner asks candidate what is the likely outcome for the 
child 

• Candidate describes the likely outcome for the child 

3 Min D2 • Examiner asks if they would recommend any other tests or 
treatment and why 
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• Candidate describes any other tests or treatments they 
would recommend and why 

• Examiner asks candidate what follow up they would 
arrange and when 

• Candidate explains what follow up they would arrange and 
when 

• Examiner asks candidate what forward plan or advice they 
would give to the family 

• Candidate explains what forward plan or advice they would 
give to the family 

• Invigilator warns 3 minutes left 
• At 23 minutes, Invigilator announces the station is over and 

asks everyone to remain in the station until told to move on 
 
 

Development 
Personnel in station:  Candidate, examiner, role player, invigilator 

5 Min 
total 

 • Candidate enters station 

4 
Min 

• Candidate reads Candidate Information Sheet 
• Candidate reviews any audio/video/photo universal cues 
• At 4 minutes, Invigilator confirms candidate has read info 

sheet and reviewed any cues 
• Invigilator announces the station has started 

 
• Examiner enters station 
• Examiner introduces self, checks candidate number 
• Examiner provides introductory statement 

10 Min A1 

• Examiner asks candidate to take a focused history 
• Candidate takes focused history from role player 
• At 6 minutes, Invigilator announces you have 4 minutes left 

to gather your history 
• At 10 minutes, Invigilator asks candidate to stop taking the 

history 

2 Min A1 
• Examiner asks candidate to briefly summarise key findings 

from the history 
• Candidate briefly summarises key findings from the history 

8 Min 

B 

• Examiner asks candidate to describe step by step process of 
how they would undertake a developmental assessment 

• Candidate describes developmental assessment process 
• Examiner provides dependent cues to candidate during the 

candidate’s description of process 

C 

• Examiner asks candidate to briefly summarise the 
developmental signs they have elicited  

• Candidate briefly summarises developmental signs 
• Examiner asks candidate for their interpretation of signs and 

what they mean 
• Candidate provides their interpretation of signs and 

meaning 
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3 Min 

D1 

• Examiner asks candidate questions relating to D1 domain, 
which will vary depending on the specific focus of the 
scenario 

• Candidate briefly responds to the question(s) 
• Examiner asks candidate question(s) relating to the 

diagnosis/cause, which will vary depending on the specifics 
of the scenario  

• Candidate briefly responds to the question(s) 

D2 

• Examiner asks candidate what follow up they would arrange 
and when 

• Candidate explains what follow up they would arrange and 
when 

• Examiner asks candidate what role another specialist plays 
in ongoing care 

• Candidate explains what role another specialist plays in 
ongoing care 

• Invigilator warns 3 minutes left 
• At 23 minutes, Invigilator announces the station is over and 

asks everyone to remain in the station until told to move on 
 
 

History 
Personnel in station:  Candidate, examiner, role player, invigilator 

5 Min 
total 

 • Candidate enters station 

4 
Min 

• Candidate reads Candidate Information Sheet 
• At 4 minutes, Invigilator confirms candidate has read info 

sheet 
• Invigilator announces the station has started 

 
• Examiner enters station 
• Examiner introduces self, checks candidate number 
• Examiner provides introductory statement 

14 Min A1 
A2 

• Examiner asks candidate to take a focused history 
• Candidate takes focused history from role player 
• At 9 minutes, Invigilator announces you have 5 minutes left 

to gather your history 
• At 14 minutes, Invigilator asks candidate to stop taking the 

history 

9 Min D1 
D2 

• Candidate discusses the patient’s problems and 
management plan with the examiner 

• Invigilator warns 3 minutes left 
• At 23 minutes, Invigilator announces the station is over and 

asks everyone to remain in the station until told to move on 
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Short Clinical 
Personnel in station – Candidate, Examiner, Invigilator 

5 Min 
total 

 • Candidate enters station 

4 
Min 

• Candidate reads Candidate Information Sheet 
• Candidate reviews any audio/video/photo universal cues 
• At 4 minutes, Invigilator confirms candidate has read info 

sheet and reviewed any cues 
• Invigilator announces the station has started 

 
• Examiner enters station 
• Examiner introduces self, checks candidate number 
• Examiner provides introductory statement 

6 

B 

• Examiner asks candidate to describe step by step process 
of how they would undertake an examination 

• Candidate describes examination process 
• Examiner provides dependent cues to candidate during the 

candidate’s description of process 

C 

• Examiner asks candidate to briefly summarise the clinical 
signs they have elicited  

• Candidate briefly summarises clinical signs 
• Examiner asks candidate for their interpretation of signs 

and what they mean 
• Candidate provides their interpretation of signs and 

meaning 

3 

D1 

• Examiner asks candidate what is the most likely 
diagnosis/differential diagnosis 

• Candidate describes most likely diagnosis/differential 
diagnosis 

D2 

• Examiner asks candidate what complications you would 
expect and how they would be investigated and managed 

• Candidate describes expected complications and how they 
should be investigated and managed 

• Invigilator warns 3 minutes left 
• At 9 minutes, Invigilator announces the station is over and 

asks everyone to remain in the station until told to move on 
 
 
 

Communication 
Personnel in station:  Candidate, examiner, role player, invigilator 

5 Min 
total 

 • Candidate enters station 

4 Min 

• Candidate reads Candidate Information Sheet 
• At 4 minutes, Invigilator confirms candidate has read info 

sheet 
• Invigilator announces the station has started 

 
• Examiner enters station 
• Examiner introduces self, checks candidate number 
• Examiner provides introductory statement 

9 Min A2 • The candidate undertakes discussion with the role player.  
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• Invigilator warns 3 minutes left 
• At 9 minutes, Invigilator announces the station is over and 

asks everyone to remain in the station until told to move 
on 

 
 

Video 
Personnel in station:  Candidate, examiner, invigilator 

5 Min 
total 

 • Candidate enters station 

4 Min 

• Candidate reads Candidate Information Sheet 
• At 4 minutes, Invigilator confirms candidate has read info 

sheet 
• Invigilator announces the station has started 

 
• Examiner enters station 
• Examiner introduces self, checks candidate number 
• Examiner provides introductory statement 

3 Min  

• Candidate views the video clip as many times as they wish 
during this time 

• At 3 minutes, Invigilator asks candidate to now stop 
viewing video 

3 Min C 
D1 

• Candidate identifies clinical signs from the video 
• Candidate formulates likely diagnosis/differential 

diagnosis 
• Invigilator warns 3 minutes left 

3 Min D2 

• Candidate formulates management plan 
• At 9 minutes, Invigilator announces the station is over and 

asks everyone to remain in the station until told to move 
on 
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EXAM COMMUNICATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The College Clinical Exams Team staff will be in touch prior to the exam for which you 
are scheduled to invite you to various meetings, briefings, and communications 
channels as well as provide you with information. 
 
Emails You Will Receive 
1) MS Teams invite for a pre-exam briefing for all candidates (will be recorded and link 

will be emailed to all not able to attend). 
2) MS Teams invite for your exam circuit’s briefing meeting for the day on which you are 

scheduled. 
3) Slack invite to join the main workspace. 
4) Slack invite to join the candidate chat channel for your exam circuit. 
5) Email from the Exams team staff providing you with your user ID and password and 

the link to log into Practique.  
6) Email from Exams team staff to provide you with your route map. 
 
Candidate Briefing in Advance of Exam Day 
In order to save time on the day of the exam so that we can ensure all candidates are 
able to log into Practique, the Senior Examiner will hold the Candidate Briefing in the 
week prior to the exams starting.  The Exams Team will send an invitation to the briefing.  
The briefing will be recorded.  Anyone not able to attend on the day will be able to watch 
afterwards.  The Exams Team staff will email a link to the recording immediately after 
the briefing. 
 
Exam Day Teams Briefings 
There will be a pre-circuit briefing and a post-circuit briefing for your exam circuit which 
takes place in Microsoft Teams.  You will receive an email invite to a Microsoft Teams 
meeting for your circuit (morning/afternoon). The Teams meeting will be scheduled to 
run across the entire circuit so that participants can just log back into the same meeting 
after the circuit and will have fewer logins and emails to handle. 
 
Please save the initiation email in an accessible place so that you can easily find it before 
your exam. You should accept the invitation.  After doing so, many email programmes 
will create an item in your calendar. Please check the calendar item to make sure it 
contains the link to join the meeting.  
 
Once you accept the invitation and the calendar item has been created, many email 
programmes will automatically move the invitation email to the trash.  If you do not have 
the joining link in the calendar item, or if you do not have a calendar item, please find 
the email invitation with the link to join in your trash and save this email in an accessible 
place as you will need the joining link for the exam day.  
 
 
Slack Channels 
We will be using Slack to communicate with all participants during the exam as the 
Practique online exam delivery system does not have an internal communications 
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system. We will therefore add all participants to a main Slack workgroup via their email 
address and then add all candidates to a candidate Slack channel for their particular 
circuit.  Please click the link in each Slack email to complete joining the workspace and 
the channel to which you have been invited. 
  
If you've never worked with Slack before it will ask you to create an account.  Once you 
have done that you will have accepted the invite to the main workspace.  Now you need 
to accept the second invite to the specific channel to which you have been invited.  For 
the purposes of the exam, you will be added to a channel for candidates in your circuit. 
The screen shot below is from our pilot but helps to illustrate that there are two channels.  
You will only have access to a single one and cannot enter or see items from any other 
channels.  The General and MRCPCH channels are there for the main workspace but 
should not be used as they will not be checked for messages during the exam. 
  

 
  
  
Please leave a message in your candidate channel to which you have been invited just 
so that we know you’ve found it.  Please do not leave a message in the main Slack 
workspace (i.e. either general or MRCPCH). 
  
All Slack channels will be deleted after use and all participants will be removed from the 
Slack workgroup after their participation has ended.  To find out how Slack uses your 
information, please see their privacy notice here: 
https://slack.com/intl/en-gb/trust/privacy/privacy-policy 
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Exam Team Emails 
You will be sent an email that contains your User ID and password along with the URL 
to access Practique. Please save this email in an accessible place so that you can find it 
on the day of your exam.   
 
You will also be sent your specific route map which is based on your starting channel. 
 
You will also receive an invitation to the Candidate Briefing webinar. 
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Using Practique 
  
Within each station, the candidate will see their candidate information sheet and any 
universal cues that might be available (photo, audio or video files).   
 
The following are some tips and tricks about how to use these resources properly.  If you 
are struggling to access any of the resources or unsure about something, please ask your 
invigilator for help immediately. 
 
Document Resources 

• Candidates may have difficulty opening or scrolling through the candidate 
information sheet, so you should familiarise yourself with how documents work 
on Practique.  

• To zoom you can click on the scroll button in the top left of the document area 
and select scroll.  

• The normal way to scroll in a document in the resource area is to open the 
document by clicking on it and then hold your mouse button down on the 
document and dragging down the screen while you are still pressing your mouse 
button down.  

• Currently, there is no way to open a resource in another window.  However, when 
this is re-enabled, you would hold down the shift button and then click on the 
resource and it will pop up in a new screen.  You may only have one of these 
resource windows open at a time so close each one before doing the same to any 
others.  

• You may make a resource full screen by double clicking on it.  To reduce back 
down to size, either click escape or double click on the resource again (in full 
screen). 

• Once this is re-enabled, we would recommend candidates open the Candidate 
Info sheet in a new window (shift click) so that it’s easier to read.  You should 
remember to close that extra window before moving on or else you won’t be able 
to open the next station’s info sheet in a new window.  

  
Audio and Video Resources 

• You can play videos in three ways:  
• Press the u button on the video in it’s little box and it will play. 
• However, the box is pretty small  
• When you hover over or press the u button, you will see two other icons appear 

on the screen.    

                                   
 

• The first icon represents playing in full screen.  To get out of full screen, click the 
same icon again or press ESC. 
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• The second icon represents playing as screen in screen/pic in pic – so it will 
automatically open a window to play the video.  The window will be larger than 
just playing it in its own little box, but not as big as full screen.  

• We recommend you use the pic in pic one.   
• If feedback noise is an issue, mute the audio coming from the other participants 

in the station while you are watching the video 
• You can replay a video by pressing the play button   
• To play an audio resource, simply press the u button and it will play 
• We recommend everyone besides the candidate mute themselves while the 

candidate plays the video in the video station. 
 
Muting Yourself 
Each participant can mute themselves by clicking on the microphone button at the top 
of the screen.  Please remember to unmute yourself when you need to speak. 
 
Exam Day 
It is recommended that you do not attempt to log into Practique prior to the day of the 
exam, as this can create issues and delays on exam day if you do not fully download an 
exam in an earlier login. 
 
On exam day, you will attend a pre-circuit briefing where you will be shown how to log 
in.  Once the briefer asks you to, you should log in to Practique using the link sent to you 
via email (the email also included your user ID and password). You should copy and paste 
the login link from the email directly into the address box at the top of the Chrome 
browser to avoid your operating system opening a different browser by default.  You will 
be given instructions about selecting the correct session and provided with the PIN for 
your morning or afternoon sessions.  Make sure it's the correct User ID/Password or exam 
PIN being used. 
 
Logging in to Practique 
To log in to Practique, use the URL that was sent to you earlier.  

1) Copy the link from your email 
2) Paste the link into the Chrome browser address box at the top of the window 
3) Press enter 
4) Type in your Login ID  
5) Type in your Password   
6) (You will now see the Exam downloading to your device)  
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7) Certain operating systems and web browsers might pop up a window when 
you try to connect asking you if it’s ok for Practique to access your camera 
and microphone.  You must say YES to this otherwise you will not be able to 
use Practique properly.  

8) The exam will download to your computer and then take you to the PIN and 
session page. 

 

 
 

9) Type in your PIN.  
10) Select the correct session in the blue drop down box as instructed in your briefing. 
11) Click Take Chosen Exam 
12) You will now be taken to the first virtual station in the circuit and are presented 

with any resources required for the case/scenario in thumbnails 
13) You must press “Connect” in order to join the station.  If you do not, no one can 

see or hear you.  You cannot participate in the station without being Connected.  If 
you cannot see your own video feed showing yourself on the screen, you are not 
connected.  Connect, Connect Connect, we can’t stress it enough.  
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14) No one needs to click disconnect from a station.  By clicking NEXT, Practique does 
it for them automatically.  

 
 

 
 

19) Your webcam will now start and you will see a video of yourself on the screen 
20) You will now be able to see the examiner, invigilator, and role player (if any) in the 

virtual station as they too log in to the exam, enter the first station and click 
connect 

 

 
 

21) Beneath the video feeds you should see the titles for each participant.  There are 
going to be two examiners, as the invigilator is added to the system as a second 
examiner as there currently is no invigilator role in Practique.   

22) You will know who your invigilator is and who your examiner is because they will 
introduce themselves to you. 
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TECH REQUIREMENTS & CHECKS 
 
The online delivery system we are using is Practique.  It is a browser-based programme 
and works best on a PC or a Laptop, however, if nothing else is available, it will work on 
a tablet. Webcam and audio access are essential for the video calls. Candidates must 
ensure that their devices are prepared by following the system check instructions, which 
can be found below, before the exam. This should be done on the device and network 
you are planning to use and in the location in which you will be on exam day. 
 
Please ensure you have the latest version of Google Chrome web browser on the 
computer you will be using on the day of the exam.  If you must use an iPad, then you 
should be using the latest version of Safari rather than Chrome. 
  
Chime Test 
In advance of the assessment, participants must complete a readiness check 
here:   https://app.chime.aws/check  
  
This Chime test should be completed in the Chrome browser.  It should result in a series 
of green ticks. If not, follow the directions on the screen or get in touch with us with a 
screen shot if you are unsure. You do not need to download Amazon Chime, simply run 
the check. 
 
It is best if you copy and paste the Chime link directly into the address bar of your 
Chrome browser (not the search box - see image below). Then hit enter after you paste 
it in. This way, you avoid having an issue with your computer using a different web 
browser by default if you simply click on the link. 
 
 

 
 

  
Minimum Device Requirements - Check your system 
 
Browser Requirements 
You must have an up to date version of Chrome installed on the device you are using. 

• At a minimum:   Chrome: Version 78  
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Operating System - You should have the latest operating system your device installed:  

• Windows - minimum Windows 7  
• Mac - minimum 10.12 Sierra  
• Pad - minimum iOS 12 – a desktop pc or laptop is recommended.  
• Android - minimum version tbc   

 
Hard drive storage space 

• Minimum 20GB free space on PC/laptop  
• Minimum 2GB free space on iPad – a desktop pc or laptop is recommended.  

 
Minimum RAM (memory) requirements 

• PC and Laptop 4GB minimum, 8GB recommended  
 
Hardware Requirements: 

• Webcam - Video is required throughout the exam so the device you use must 
have a webcam.  It is best not to use external cameras as they can cause issues. 

• Microphone - Audio is required throughout the exam. You'll need a microphone 
that is built into your device 

• Speakers/headphones – You will need to hear the examiner, role player and 
invigilator so your device must either have speakers or you must have 
headphones.  The speakers or headphones should be tested with the device you 
intend to use prior to exam day.  It’s a good idea to have a backup set of 
headphones or earbuds to hand in case you have issues with the speakers or main 
headphones. 

• Power - Ensure your device can be plugged in for the duration of your exam. 
  

Internet Requirements - Check your system 
A stable Internet connection and sufficient bandwidth is required. Note. You should not 
use a hotspot connection/tethered to your phone  

• You can use this link to test your network speeds: 
https://www.which.co.uk/reviews/broadband-deals/article/broadband-speed-
test-check-and-fix-your-internet-speed 

• 450kbps upload and 1.6Mbps download 
  

Location Requirements 
You can participate in the exam from anywhere you have a fully private space using your 
PC/laptop that meets the minimum requirements stated above.  You should ensure it is 
a quiet space, with no interruptions from others in your household including children 
and pets.  You should ensure there is no building work taking place, or other loud 
activities that could create issues while you are participating remotely. 
  
We recommend participants do not participate from a hospital or trust workspace. If you 
choose to do so, it is your responsibility to: 

• Ensure you have a private space where you will not be disturbed. 
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• Check in advance with your IT Network Administrator that they can help to 
support you to participate in the examination. You will need to ensure that you 
will not experience any problems using your work’s network or firewalls 

• Ensure that you undertake the systems check on the devices that you will be 
using at the location you will be using them. 

 
Appendix to Tech Requirements & Checks 
 
How to Update the Chrome Browser 

1) Open the Google Chrome browser.  
2) Click the three vertical dots button in the upper-right corner of the screen.  
3) From the drop-down menu that appears, select Help 
4) Then select About Google Chrome.  
5) The window that appears will automatically check for updates and show you the 

current version of Chrome.  
 
How to Update your Windows Computer or Laptop 

1) Type in the windows search bar ‘system Updates’  
2) Click on ‘Check for Updates’ 
3) Click on download if there are any updates available. 
4) Restart your PC 

 
How to Update your MacIntosh Computer or Laptop 

1) Plug your device into power and connect to the internet with WIFI  
2) Go to Apple menu > choose System Preferences  
3) Click Software Update  
4) Tip: You can also choose Apple menu > About This Mac, then click Software 

Update 
 
How to Clear Cache/History/Website Data in Chrome 

1) On your computer, open Chrome.  
2) At the top right, click the 3 vertical dots  
3) Click ‘More tools’.  
4) Clear browsing data.  
5) At the top, choose a time range. To delete everything, select All time 

(recommended).  
6) Next to "Cookies and other site data" and "Cached images and files," check the 

boxes.  
7) Click ‘Clear data’. 

 
Checking hard drive storage: 
Windows  

1) Open File Explorer. You can use the keyboard shortcut, Windows key + E or tap 
the folder icon in the taskbar.  

2) Tap or click This PC from the left pane.  
3) You can see the amount of free space on your hard disk under the Windows (C:) 

drive.  
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Apple/Mac 

1) Open the Apple menu, then select About This Mac.  
2) Click the Storage tab in the toolbar to see how much disk space you have 

available. (On OS X Mountain Lion or Mavericks, click the More info button, then 
click Storage.)  

 
Checking memory (RAM) 
Windows  

1) Click on start menu  
2) Type ‘about’ and press enter when ‘about your PC’ appears  
3) Scroll down, and under device specifications, see ‘installed RAM’  

 
Apple/Mac  

1) Open the Apple menu  
2) Click on the Apple logo in the top-left corner of your screen and select About This 

Mac. On the Overview tab, the Memory line lists the amount of RAM in GB 
 
Maximising available RAM  
Apple Mac  

1) To disable auto-start software go to: apple -> system preferences  -> Users & 
Groups -> Login Items and remove all items from the “These items will open 
automatically when you login” by selecting an item and using the ‘-’ button 
underneath the box.  

2) NB. After removing the auto-start items, you should restart the computer.  Fir iOS 
devices - power the device down and restart.  

 
Windows  

1) Click on start menu  
2) Select Settings > Apps >Start Up 
3) Disable all Apps for automatic start up 

 
If you do not see Start Up option in Settings:  

1) Right click Start  
2) Select Task Manager  
3) Select the Start Up (if you do not see Start Up, then select More Details) 
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Trouble Shooting 
 
You may encounter various issues on the day.  It’s a good idea to be familiar with some possible 
solutions. 
 
STRUGGLING TO GET OR MAINTAIN AN INTERNET CONNECTION 

1. Everyone should try to use an ethernet (wired) connection for their device on exam day 
where possible, as it will provide a better connection than just using WiFi. 

2. No one should be tethered to their phone (using their phone as a hotspot for their 
computer) to participate in the exam as this is not a reliable means of connecting. 

 
IPADS 

1. If someone is using an iPad for the exam, they need to use Safari, not Chrome as their 
browser. 

 
YOUR CAMERA STOPS WORKING AND NO ONE CAN SEE YOU  

1. Press disconnect, wait a few seconds and press connect again 
2. Refresh the browser window you are in 
3. Can you see a Video button listed on your screen near the Disconnect button (to the right).  

If so, you might be able to click that button and have a selection of video/camera output 
that you can choose from.  If you have more than one, you should try each one in turn. 

4. Log out and log back in – please note, administrators should be told about this as we 
might need to grant the user extra logins to do this 

5. Try logging out of everything and restarting the computer.  Please let the administrator 
know. 

 
YOUR AUDIO STOPS WORKING 

1. Press disconnect, wait a few seconds and press connect again 
2. Refresh the browser window you are in 
3. Can you see an Audio button listed on your screen near the Disconnect button (to the 

right).  If so, you might be able to click that button and have a selection of audio input or 
output that you can choose from.  If you have more than one, you should try each one in 
turn. 

4. Log out and log back in – please note, administrators should be told about this as we 
might need to grant the user extra logins to do this 

5. If you are using headphones/earbuds, try swapping them out for different ones 
6. If you are using headphones/earbuds, try removing them completely if you have speakers 

and using the speakers instead 
7. If you are not using headphones/earbuds, try using them – you might need to click 

disconnect and then reconnect once you have plugged them in or powered them up 
8. If you are using blue-tooth headphones/earbuds, try wired ones and see if they will work 
9. Try logging out of everything and restarting the computer.  Please let the administrator 

know as we will need to add an additional login for the user to get back into Practique. 
 
STRUGGLING TO INITIALLY CONNECT 

1. If you see a message asking you to give permission for Chrome (or other browser) or 
Practique to use or access your camera or microphone, you MUST grant permission! 

2. Ensure you are fully logged out of MS Teams and have quit the Teams app or closed the 
window in which you were running Teams.  Because Teams uses your microphone and 
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camera, it can sometimes create issues on some computers because Practique is trying 
to use them as well. 

3. Ensure all other apps except Chrome (or Safari on iPad) are closed before trying to log in. 
4. Be especially careful of apps which might open on start-up or login and which have access 

to cameras or microphones.  Things like Facetime, music players like Spotify, Zoom etc) 
must all be closed. 

5. Please let the administrators know right away if you are struggling to initially connect.  We 
can help but we also need to add additional logins for the user. 

6. Try logging out of everything and restarting the computer.  Please let the administrator 
know as we might need to add an additional login for the user to get back into Practique. 

 
YOU ARE STRUGGLING TO READ CANDIDATE INFO SHEET FOR TECHNICAL 
REASONS 

1. The invigilator may read the candidate information sheet to a candidate who is struggling 
to open the resource or zoom or make it full screen. 

2. Candidates can double click on the resource to make it full screen and then use ESC 
button or double click on the full screen resource to make it normal size again. 

 
 
ISSUES TRYING TO LOG IN 

1. Are you using the correct user ID and password? 
2. Are there any spaces before or after the user ID or password? 
3. Does the exam download to your computer or do you get a blue screen when you 

enter your user ID and password? 
4. Did you attempt to login to the exam before? Is it possible the download of the 

exam to your computer was interrupted? 
5. If so, you will need to empty your history and cache, restart your browser, paste in 

the URL, hit enter and then enter your credentials again. 
 
If you able to log in to the first user ID and password screen and see the exam download 
and get to the PIN login screen but then have issues: 

1. Are you entering the correct PIN? 
2. Have you selected the correct session? 

 
 
If all else fails, close the window (do not quit Chrome) and then empty your cache and 
history, quite Chrome and restart it.  Then try logging in fresh. 


